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Question: If we were to jump on the phone right now to talk Tarot,
what would be the one question you would ask me?

Methodology
1. We’ve went over all the responses and scored the responses based on length of responses and

whether they want to be published. From these we took the top 20% - 304 respondents and
made the theme analysis on them.

2. In order to have all converted into the new 3 reader categories, we had to convert the old 5
categories into the new 3, so we can continue on the theme analysis per category. We did this
with a very lengthy formula (see in the excel)

3. From the 304 respondents, 153 were beginners, 136 were aspiring and 15 were professionals

Tarot Beginner
This target group has a variety of questions, but after reviewing the Hyper Responsive Ones I can point
out several Themes.

1. Most common of all is specific questions based on their needs. They have question that is non-
related to tarot, but as end-user asking a tarot reader to answer their own problems.

a. Examples:
i. would I ever see my children again

ii. Someone I care about is not in my life anymore (he is still around) but for
reasons we are not allowed to be friends. I would like to know does he care for
me and will we ever be friends in this life again.

iii. what should i know about my upcoming breast cancer diagnostic test coming
up/

iv. I love a man who now lives far from me. He always denied having feelings for
me verbally but, showed me in other ways that he did. His daughters said he
was devastated when I moved away. He hurt me, but I got the impression it was
because he was hurting. My question is are we still destined for more as I was
advised by another psychic we are soulmates & he adores me?

2. Another important theme is the card interpretation. There are many questions regarding how
to interpret the cards, understand their meaning or how they interact.

a. Examples:
i. How can the card meanings be interpreted according to the different positions

they take on different spreads?
ii. It seems that there are many different interpretations in the different books.

How do I know what the correct one will be or should I just trust my intuition?
iii. What are some tricks to help learn the meanings of cards? I'm also struggling

with using my intuition to help interpret them, what do you recommend?
iv. How do I learn how to "tell the story".  I am all tied up in the specific definitions.

And, how do I know it is a valid reading - not skewed by my emotions.



3. Another important theme is getting started questions. These questions are about how to start,
when I can start, what resources I need, etc.

a. Examples:
i. How to master the tarot reading skill?

ii. How do I know if tarot is for me?
iii. "How soon can you learn to (proficiently!) read cards?
iv. How do you deal with that much symbolism, there are so many wonderful

decks, and not all showing the same symbolism!!"
v. How do get started or how do I wake my tarot, or how to follow my intuition in

reading...
vi. How does Tarot fit in with todays living?

vii. Will I gain enough of an understanding from the 3 books I purchased from you
or will I have to move on to the online course as well.

viii. What is the easiest spread to begin reading the Tarot?
ix. I want to learn the meaning of all the cards and to do that today would be hard

and long trying to figure it out but when I get to a stage that I understand all the
cards but stuck on something I would ring and ask you!

x. Please could you help me to understand the tarot,so i can truly and honestly
know,that if for instance,i am reading tarot for either myself or a friend,that i
am giving a true reading of the cards in a spread,and not what i want them to
say,

xi. Do you have any tips on how to learn tarot effectively? I mean, a way of
learning that is sure to burn in your mind, without forgetting anything, but is not
too complicated? I'll need it a lot- Thank you so much!

xii. What do I need to read tarot?
xiii. What's the best way to begin reading tarot? How important is my own

interpretation at this stage compared to the instruction book that comes with
my cards?

xiv. Where is the best place to start learning?  Do I start by learning the meanings of
the cards systematically or by practicing readings and looking up cards as I go?

xv. If we are talking about my learning to read Tarot for other people: This is
something I have been fascinated with for a long time but have not pursued;
how do I begin?"

4. Another theme are intuition based questions. These questions were about how to relay on
intuition, and how to improve it.

a. Examples:
i. how can i learn to tap my intuition so i don't have to look it up in a book.

ii. "How is intuition combined with the meanings of the cards drawn in order to
develop an accurate reading for a querent? I ask because I am always left in awe
at how many of my personal e-mail readings resonated so accurately with my
situation in the context of my question, from a total stranger who has never
seen, met or spoken to me before."

iii. How to be more intuitive with the cards.
iv. How do I develop my intuitive ability to read the cards correctly?



v. How well you think claircognizance and tarot go together, and if you feel like
tarot has really enhanced your intuitive abilities

vi. How can I develop an intuition with the cards?
vii. I feel like some people are gifted with an insight to read the Tarot. Is there a

way I can develop a ""third-eye"" to interpret them without a guide?"
viii. If my intuition saying is will come true

ix. What is a good way to move toward relying more on my own intuition in
reading the cards and less on books and other's interpretations. I would like to
gain confidence in my own abilities.

5. Lastly I would point out the questions related to Deck shuffling.
a. Examples:

i. "how do i shuffle the deck effectively?
ii. i am not very good at shuffling cards, so i feel sometimes that certain cards are

not coming up because they are meant to, but because i just haven't moved
things around enough!"

iii. How do you best shuffle the cards without harming them?
iv. I am not very good at shuffling cards, and neither is my friend I practice readings

on. How important is a good shuffle? Is focus and good energy enough to get a
good reading?

Tarot Aspiring
These are the main themes that were common with Tarot Aspiring:

1. Confidence
Examples:

 How can I build confidence and stop worrying about reading the cards wrong.
 How can I find the confidence to take that step I have to take to become a tarot

reader?,
 How do I learn the meanings of the cards so that I can see the layout and speak

confidently, without having to refer to a book.
 How are you able to read confidentilly. What do you feel when you look at the cards

and how can I tap into my own unique way of understanding what I feel. How would
I know what is true.

 What is your secret to mastering your Tarot reading confidence?
 How do I gain more self confidence and develop my intuition to read Tarot well

2. Learning
Examples:

 What do you recommend as the fastest way to master the art of reading tarot?
 Should I get a standard deck? Would it help me learn faster?
 How to be more 'graphic' with my readings - I suppose I mean circumstances,

people, names and possible dates, I always struggle with court cards and i just don't
get them really. When loads turn up in a reading I think "oh no!" And then it's the



spreads as well. The Celtic cross is a weird one - my readings are just somehow very
fast with nit much information except the mechanics and very disjointed!

 How many spreads will be sufficient to learn for an intermediate tarot reader? How
can one add oracles to tarot readings?

3. Tough clients
Examples:

 What is the best way to deal with a client who has unrealistic expectations of what a
pure tarot reading involves? e.g. those who become angry that I am not a medium
or cannot tell them the inner most thoughts of a third person.

4. Spread
 What's the best way to link the cards in a spread without having to look too much

into the individual meanings?
 How do I understand a spread that is overwhelmingly positive except for the

outcome?
 How do you know your 'read' on the spread is a good one? That you have captured

what the cards are saying?
 Can I use the celtic cross spread to see from someone else's perspective? Or if I am

seeking insight to another, what is the best way?
 what is the best spread and focus to determine more immediate courses of

action/decision/paths etc .... ie 3-card major arcana or celtic cross or ...?
 How many spreads will be sufficient to learn for an intermediate tarot reader? How

can one add oracles to tarot readings?

Professional Tarot Reader
Professional advices:

 I would ask you how I could better deliver a Tarot reading to people who come through chat and
phone readings

 What is the most meaningful piece of tarot related advice you have ever received and how has
that galvanized your journey?

 In a reading, in a spread, how do you know if a court card relates to a person or a
situation/energy - without checking with the querent?

 I would not ask you a specific question but I would like to hear your detailed explanation on
where and/or why you think the tarot was made ( and I don't mean if it was made for playing or
for future telling because we both know it was made to tell the truth and it only knows of the
past ) I rather seek a better understanding of tarot and if it was made from a book or mouth to
mouth interpretations or if it was a game etc ...

 I feel the more I read cards, the more intuitive I become. Is it possible to develop my own
"meaning" in the spreads? It seems to happen naturally.

 What do you do if two persons want to listen your reading although only one of them asks a
reading. The other one is just curious.


